
Discover the Microsoft Store’s Best and
Most Useful Software – Yours for Free!

One of the great advantages of Windows 10 is the inclusion of
the Microsoft Store app. Using this app you can browse
through thousands of items of software for your PC – many of
them free – and install anything you fancy quickly and safely.

Not everything at the Store is worth having, of course, but
there are some real gems to be found. In this article, I’ll  run
through the basics of using the Store and installing software,
and then I’ll point you towards some of the very best free apps
available for Windows 10 to get you off to a flying start.
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This article shows you how to:

� The benefits of choosing your software from the Microsoft Store

� How to install Store apps easily and safely

� Our roundup of the best free apps for Windows 10
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Getting Started with the Microsoft Store
The Store (as we’ll call it for short) began life in Windows 8
as the ‘Windows Store’ and it’s recently been rechristened the
‘Microsoft Store’. It offers a wide and growing variety of items
– films and TV programmes, fonts, add-ons for the Microsoft
Edge web browser, and more – but mainly it offers software.

These software items are known as ‘apps’ (short for app-
lications, which is just another word for programs). Some of
these apps are made by Microsoft itself, but the vast majority
are made by other companies and individual programmers.

When you want to visit the Store, you start the Microsoft
Store app built into Windows 10, and there are various ways
to do that: 

•     You might see its icon just a click away on your taskbar
(a shopping bag, similar to the picture on the previous
page).

•     If you open the Start menu, you should see its tile (with
the same shopping bag) on the right.

•     At the left of the Start menu, scroll down and you’ll
find Microsoft Store in the ‘M’ section.

•     Press the key on your keyboard (which opens the
Start menu), start typing the word store and it should
appear at the top of the search results.

The Microsoft
Store – apps,
and more

How to visit 
the Store

There’s an important difference between Windows 10’s
‘apps’ and ordinary programs. Apps are only available
from the Store, where they’ve been checked for viruses,
spyware and other unpleasant extras before inclusion.
Unlike programs you might find and download from
websites, apps are certain to be safe.
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So, besides the all-important safety aspect I mentioned a
moment ago, what are the other benefits of looking for
software at the Store rather than on the Web?

•     Every app has its own page at the Store which looks like
the page for every other app. You don’t have to puzzle
your way through somebody’s peculiar website layout,
looking out for a ‘Download’ button or wondering
which version of the program is the one you need.

•     Every app’s page includes a description and screenshots
of the app to give you some idea what you’re getting.
Better still, there are reviews and star ratings from other
users, with the ratings combined to produce an average
(out of 5).

•     Installing a program from a website is quite a palaver.
After patiently waiting for it to download, you have to
trawl through the steps of its setup program, watching
carefully for options, settings and hidden extras you’d
rather not have. By contrast, installing a free app from
the Store is a breeze: you just click the Get button near
the top of its page. After a brief wait while the app is
downloaded and installed for you, you’ll see a Launch
button which you can click to start the app straight
away. Alternatively, ignore that and carry on browsing
the Store, and you’ll find your new app on the Start
menu when you’re ready to use it.

•     In the same way that Windows 10 is kept up-to-date,
your apps are updated automatically to ensure you’re
always using the latest (and hopefully greatest!) version.

Windows 10: Top Free Apps from the Store 

Benefits of 
Store apps 

An easy, 
familiar layout

Description,
screenshots,
rating and
reviews

Easy one-click
installation of
an app

Apps are 
kept updated
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•     When you uninstall an app, it’s removed entirely in a
few seconds, again with no questions or options to
navigate along the way. To uninstall an app, just find
it on your Start menu and right-click it and choose
Uninstall .2

1

When you open the Store, click on Apps at the top of the
page and you’ll see that you can browse around as you like.
There are headings such as ‘Best-rated apps’ and ‘New apps
we love’ showing apps you may be interested in (click one
to visit its page), and you can click the words Show all to
the far-right of one of these headings to see a longer list.
Alternatively, scroll all the way to the bottom of this page
and you’ll find a Categories section which leads you to
whatever type of app you’re hoping to find – ‘Photo & video’,
‘Sports’, ‘Food & dining’, ‘Health & fitness’ and many more.

In a moment, though, I’m going to point you towards our
pick of best apps, and when you know the name of the app
you want, there’s a quicker way to find it. Click the Search
(magnifying-glass) button at the top-right of the window
and type the app’s name (or a single word from its name).
A panel will appear below the search box, as pictured below,
containing a link to that app: just click it to go straight to
that app’s page in the Store.

Quickly uninstall
an app

You can browse
the Store’s
apps…

…or find one by
typing its name

1

2
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‘Free’ doesn’t necessarily mean ‘completely free’!

There’s one final thing I should point out: the word ‘Free’
doesn’t always mean exactly what you’d expect! Some apps,
including a few I’ll be covering below, are described as
Free+, and that little superscript + sign is important. It
means that the app offers ‘in-app
purchases’. 

In other words, certain features
are only available if you pay extra
(via your Microsoft account) to
get them. In some cases, those
optional extras may make the difference between a good
app and a poor one: at worst you can find that almost
everything you click just leads to a pop-up saying this
feature has to be bought.

Needless to say, I’m not recommending any apps of that
type! And for apps that you discover on your own, the
reviews by other disgruntled users should warn you before
you get as far as downloading them.
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Watch out for
the + sign!

Some ‘free’ apps
require paid
extras

My pick of the
Store’s best
offerings

Cream of the Crop: The Best Free 
Windows 10 Apps
You can spend hours browsing through the Store, puzzling
over the (sometimes rather mixed) reviews, and still
discover that the app you finally plumped for isn’t as good
as you’d hoped.
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Easily test your
broadband speed

Compare results
with past tests

That’s not a disaster, of course – you can uninstall it and
keep looking – but it’s certainly an annoying waste of time!
So, to get you started, here’s my pick of top-quality apps
from the Store. As I mentioned earlier, if one of these grabs
your interest, you can find it in the Store by typing its name
into the Search box at the top-right of the window.

Network Speed Test
We all have moments when we wonder
if our broadband is working properly –
everything suddenly seems unaccount-
ably slow. For those times, this is an
excellent app to have handy. Just click
Start and it checks your download

speed followed by your upload speed, showing the results
in a circular graph and (more usefully) as figures below .

1

2

If you believe you do have a problem with your broadband,
it’s generally wise to test it over several days at different
times of day, and this app helps you in that department too.
A ‘History’ section at the right of the window lists all
the tests you’ve run and their results for easy comparison.

3

1

2

3
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Adobe Photoshop Express

Have you come across the word
‘photoshopped’? It refers to a photo that’s
been edited to create a misleading im-
pression – perhaps making someone appear
slimmer for a magazine cover. The word

comes from a famous but very expensive image editor
named Adobe Photoshop.

This app isn’t Photoshop itself, of course, but its baby
brother, Photoshop Express. Nevertheless, it offers a wealth
of useful photo-editing features in a friendly package.

Click Pictures Library to pick a photo to edit, and you’re
ready to go. At the top of the window there’s a nifty one-
click Auto Enhance button (a magic wand icon) which may
be all your photo needs. If not, you can undo the effect of
that (or any other changes you made and didn’t like) using
the Undo button a couple of steps to its left and explore the
other editing options.

You’ll find all those options at the left of the window. At
the far-left there’s a column of six icons representing the
six main sections of the app – Looks, Crop, Corrections, Fix
Red Eye, Borders and Spot Heal. Click one of those and
another column appears to its right containing the tools in
the section you’ve chosen. Click one of those tools to use it.
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Baby brother to
the famous
‘Photoshop’

One-click auto-
enhancement…

…and a full set
of photo-editing
tools

The one catch to Photoshop Express is that you’ll have
to sign into it with an Adobe account (signing up for
one if necessary) or with a Facebook or Google account.
Having done that the first time, you can choose to have
Windows remember those details, letting you simply
open the app and start using it straight away in future.

!
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Many of the tools use simple sliders which you drag right
or left or increase or decrease the level of the effect you’re
using. Others, like the red-eye fix or the ‘spot heal’, just take
a single click on the area of your photo that needs
correcting.

When you’re ready to save an edited photo, click the Save
button at the top-right of the window. Photoshop Express
suggests saving this photo with the same name as your
original and an ‘_edited’ on the end, so you can simply click
the Save button in the dialog that appears, safe in the
knowledge that you’re not replacing your original photo
with this one.

Save your photo

Adobe tracks your usage of this app ‘to provide you a
more personalised experience’, and that strikes me as
unnecessary and unwelcome. To prevent it, click the …
button in the extreme top-right corner and click the
Tracking Enabled switch to Off.

!
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Duolingo

Have you ever fancied learning a new
language, but not known where to start? Or
would you just like to brush up on a few
basics for your next trip abroad? If so, you
need the hugely-popular Duolingo.

Duolingo claims you can learn a new language in just 10
minutes a day, and (at a pinch) that’s true according to
several people I know, although spending longer obviously
pays dividends. You can choose between 19 languages, with
more arriving regularly.

You begin by choosing the
language you want to learn,
followed by the target you
want to ach-ieve each day.
And these ‘targets’ are what
make Duolingo less like
school and more like a game:
you earn ‘experience points’
(‘xp’ for short) as you work
through the short lessons.
Choosing the ‘regular’ target
of 20 xp per day, you should
indeed find that you can
complete a session and reach your target in 10–15 minutes.

The lessons themselves contain an enjoyable mix of learning
and tests. You learn new words by clicking pictures (and
hearing the word spoken when you do so) as pictured above,
clicking Check to see if you got it right and then Continue
to move on to the next word.

From there, you see those words combined into short sen-
tences which you translate into English by typing into the
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…in just 10
minutes a day!

Pick a language
and a daily
achievement
target

Work through
your first session

Brush up on your
language skills…
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Handy options
for reading
PDFs…

…plus excellent
editing and
commenting
features

box below. (Some of the words in those sentences will be
new to you, but you can click one to see what it means and
hear it spoken, so you’re not just left to guess.) There are
also multiple-choice questions, type-what-you-hear tests,
and quite a lot more to keep you learning, entertained and
challenged.

Xodo PDF Reader & Editor
No prizes for guessing what this app is for!
And, it must be said, if all you ever need to do
is read PDF documents, there are all sorts of
other ways to do it, such as opening them in

Microsoft Edge.

Nevertheless, Xodo is an excellent and easy-to-use PDF
reader, with tabs at the top to let you have multiple PDFs
open at once, an ‘Outline’ panel you can display which lets
you jump around a long document quickly, several colour
modes (such as sepia or white-on-black) for more
comfortable reading, and simple +/- zoom buttons at the
bottom-right of the window.

But where Xodo wins hands-down is in editing and
commenting PDFs. Click the Edit (pencil) button on its
toolbar, and an editing toolbar appears containing a
comprehensive collection of editing tools:
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You can draw shapes, highlight and cross-out text, apply
Word-style squiggly underlines to misspellings, add sticky
notes wherever you want them, and quite a lot more. You
can also use Xodo to fill in and save forms you’ve been sent
in PDF format.
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Missing the old
Windows games?

Try new versions
of Minesweeper
and Mahjong

Microsoft Minesweeper and other games
If you’ve switched to Windows 10 from
Windows 7, Vista or XP, you might have
noticed that your games have vanished. Hearts,
Solitaire, Minesweeper, Mahjong, Spider,

Freecell – all gone.

What you have in their place is a single app named
Microsoft Solitaire Collection which gives you Klondike
(basic Solitaire), Spider and FreeCell along with two new
games, Pyramid and TriPeaks. But how are you supposed to
get your regular dose of Minesweeper or Mahjong now?

Don’t panic – the Store can help! Search for Microsoft
Minesweeper and Microsoft Mahjong and you’ll find
modern, beautifully-crafted replacements for both.

One great benefit of Xodo over many other PDF-reading
programs is that it’s easy to use on a tablet: buttons and
options are sufficiently large and well-spaced that you
can tap one with a finger without constantly tapping
whatever is beside it as well.

However, if you can’t get on with Xodo and you need
a PDF reader/editor for a tablet computer, another good
choice is Adobe Reader Touch. The editing features are
limited (just sticky notes, highlight, strike through and
underline), but it’s equally easy to use and it also allows
you to fill in PDF forms.
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Two good
replacements 
for Hearts

Have documents
and web pages
read out loud

(They offer the infamous ‘in-app purchases’ I mentioned
earlier, but they’re both perfectly playable without any of
those costly additions. Like all Microsoft games, they’ll also
force you to sit through a short advertisement every once
in a while.)

Surprisingly, Microsoft doesn’t offer its own remake of
Hearts, but the two best equivalents I’ve found are Hearts
Free ! (yes, there is a space before the excl-amation mark
for some reason!) and Hearts Deluxe.

ReadAloud
Here’s another app that does just what its name
suggests: it reads text aloud to you – ideal if
you have impaired vision, or you simply like
to sit back and listen to a web page’s text or an

It’s in the nature of app stores like the Microsoft Store
to be chock full of games of one sort and another, but
rather than my getting carried away with those at the
expense of more useful apps, I’ll just mention three
other Microsoft games I highly recommend:

•     Microsoft Sudoku, the classic puzzle game
offering five levels of difficulty from ‘Very Easy’
to ‘Expert’ (although seasoned players might find
even the ‘Expert’ level to be a little tame).

•     Taptiles, an addictive tile-matching game, rather
like a fast-moving Mahjong. This works best on a
tablet with a touchscreen rather than a PC with 
a mouse.

•     Wordament, a word-search game in which you’re
competing against players all over the world to
find the most words in a grid of letters.
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Open a
document

‘Share’ a web
page or news
article

You can adjust
details of the
speaking voice

Contains ads,
but they’re
unobtrusive

e-book rather than having to read it. (Incidentally, too, if
you’ve written a long document yourself, you’re more likely
to spot mistakes by listening to it read back to you than by
proofreading it yourself!)

ReadAloud works in either of two useful ways:

•     You can open a document to have it read to you. The
app works with PDFs, Microsoft Word documents,
plain text (.TXT) documents and EPUB e-book files.

•     The app can load and recite online articles from 
apps such as Microsoft Edge (for web pages) and the
built-in News app. In each case, click the Share button
on the toolbar of Edge or News and click the Read
Aloud icon. 

As the text is read to you, ReadAloud highlights the current
sentence to show you where you are. Buttons at the right
of the toolbar let you pause and resume the speech, stop it,
or skip back or forward by one sentence. You can also adjust
the text size and font if you want to follow the text as it’s
being read, and by clicking the loudspeaker button you can
adjust the rate, pitch and volume of the speaking voice. 

The app is straightforward to use and, crucially, the speaking
voice is clear and easy to understand. One small drawback
is that it displays a constant column of ads at the right, but
those shouldn’t disturb you too much (not least because
you’re probably listening rather than looking anyway!).
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Fun with photos!

Over 600
different ‘effects’
and growing

PhotoFunia

As the name suggests, this is another photo-
related app. However, the name also hints it’s
about ‘photo fun’, and the name certainly isn’t
lying! It’s a superbly clever and imaginative

app for creating works of art from your photos.

The screenshot below illustrates just a tiny slice of what
PhotoFunia offers – these are just the ‘New’ (recently-added)
effects. A rough tot-up suggests there are currently close to
600 effects in total, with more arriving more-or-less weekly:
scroll to the right (if necessary) and you’ll see all the
available categories of effect.
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Choose an 
effect and 
select a photo

Mark the
required area of
the photo

The same
options as
Windows 10

Save a copy of
your masterpiece

Using PhotoFunia is easy. You choose an effect you like,
such as ‘Truck Advert’, and click it. On the page that opens,
you click the large camera icon and choose either Take
photo (to take a photo with your device’s camera, if it has
one) or, more likely, Choose photo to select a photo from
your collection – ideally one containing a picture of a
person, such as yourself.

Your photo is displayed with a grid over the top: drag the
blobs in the corners of the grid to resize this box, marking
out the area of the photo you want to use, and then click
the Done button. This takes you back to the ‘Truck Advert’
page where you click the Go button. 

Wait a few seconds and the result appears: there you are on
the side of a truck (or on a postage stamp, or on the wall of
a portrait gallery, or in an Andy Warhol-style pop art poster,
depending which effect you chose).

To keep the result, click the … button on the tiny orange bar
at the bottom of the window, click Save and choose where
to save this picture and what to name it. Otherwise, click
the circled arrow at the top-left of the window to step
backwards to where you started.
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A small strip 
of ads

Your photos are
processed online

There are just a couple of quick caveats to mention about
PhotoFunia, neither particularly troublesome. First, it
displays adverts, although these only appear in a thin strip
above your finished artwork (and they don’t affect the
artwork in any way).

Second, PhotoFunia is actually an Internet-based service, so
when you click that Go button, your photo is uploaded to
PhotoFunia’s website, processed to create your artwork, and
then downloaded again to be displayed. That technically
means the folk at PhotoFunia could keep your photos,
although they insist they don’t and that’s probably not too
much of a concern anyway: you can find out more on
PhotoFunia’s help page at photofunia.com/help.

Besides photo effects, PhotoFunia also has text effects.
For example, with ‘Bracelet’ you simply type the text
you’d like displayed on the bracelet, click Go and there
it is – looking incredibly convincing! And with others,
such as ‘Vinyl Store’ (shown below), you supply both a
photo and text.
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